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Figure 1: Example session in which a user segmented a model with intelligent scissoring. Strokes are shown in transparent black. Different colored surfaces
indicate separate parts computed by the intelligent scissoring algorithm. Note how the cuts between parts are smooth and well-placed, even though the user
drew wide, inaccurate strokes. This sequence took under a minute with the system presented in this paper and the viewpoint never changed. The image on the
far right shows the cuts as seen from on the backside of the mesh.
Abstract
Many algorithmsand toolsexistfor thesegmentation of 3D meshes.
However, they are labor intensive and lack the simplicity of 2D im-
age segmentation systems, limiting them to a small set of expert
users. This paper introduces a new segmentation tool which aims
for accurate and ﬂexible interactive mesh segmentation, yet main-
tains an easy-to-use interface suitable for novices and experienced
users alike. Extending the stroke based interface of 2D intelligent
scissoring, 3D intelligent scissoring tacklesthe difﬁcultiesthat arise
from three dimensionality while at the same time gives the user
more freedom than in previous systems. Intelligent scissoring ob-
tains desirable segmentations easily and interactively, and presents
many possibilities for future work within the ﬁeld.
Keywords: Segmentation, Interactive modeling tools
1 Introduction
The decomposition of an object into a set of meaningful parts is an
important operation in many areas of computer graphics. In two di-
mensions, a variety of easy-to-use tools already exist for feature ex-
traction and image segmentation. However, expanding these tools
to three dimensional meshes introduces numerous new problems.
Current research has developed a number of new tools for this task,
yet because they can be labor intensive and difﬁcult to use, their
use is limited to a small set of experienced users. Thus, there is
a demand in 3D interactive modeling for an easy-to-use tool that
combines the simplicity of two dimensional image segmentation
with the accuracy of many current three dimensional segmentation
tools.
This paper introduces just such an intuitive and ﬂexible tool for
the interactive segmentation of 3D meshes. The user paints some
1Senior thesis, April 30th 2004. Advised by Thomas Funkhouser.
number of strokes on the mesh surface to signify seams of desired
segmentation. The system then ﬁnds the optimal closed contour
through theuser’sstrokes, and segments themesh accordingly. This
intelligent scissors system is a true extension to previous work on
two dimensional image intelligent scissoring; the underlying algo-
rithm is enhanced to adapt to the problems of three dimensional-
ity and the simple stroke based interface is modiﬁed to allow for
greater user ﬂexibility. These two extensions, an optimization algo-
rithm that allows for iterated reﬁnement and a ﬂexible interface for
interactive segmentation, are the main contributions of this work.
Motivation for this work comes from the aforementioned gap
within the current selection of interactive segmentation tools. Av-
erage users do not have user-friendly tools to create meshes of their
own design. Additionally, the effort involved to use these tools in-
creases as mesh resolution increases. As three dimensional models
becomes more widespread for the everyday computer user, it is im-
portant to research and develop new easy-to-use tools that work for
both the professional and the novice.
The following sections address the major issues in the develop-
ment, use, and testing of 3D intelligent scissors. Section 2 explores
current research and systems that relate to intelligent scissoring.
Section 3 provides a broad overview of the system, while sections 4
through 6 examine the algorithms and implementation of intelligent
scissors. Section 7 provides results from the system and section 8
concludes.
2 Related Work
Intelligent scissoring of 3D meshes buildsoff the research and work
of numerous other systems. The following section describes what
work has been done with relation to intelligent scissoring and how
intelligent scissoring expands the existing ﬁeld of interactive mod-
eling.
2D Intelligent Scissoring: There has been extensive study in theN
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(a) User stroke (b) Front view (c) Top view
Figure 2: A screen-space “lasso” (top row) produces an unexpected seg-
mentation when the camera view is not perfectly aligned with the desired
cut. In contrast, our intelligent scissors (bottom row) ﬁnds the optimal cut
through the stroke, which may or may not be orthogonal to the view direc-
tion.
ﬁeld of 2D feature extraction. Systems like [Mortensen and Barrett
1995] have been incorporated into almost every commercial graph-
ics editor today. Adobe Photoshop ([Incorporated 2004]) has both a
“magnetic lasso” and an “extract” option to aid users in segmenting
features within the image. Essentially, our system aims to trans-
fer these intuitive and effective tools into the 3D modeling world.
However, there are two main difﬁculties that arise during this pro-
gression into three dimensionality. First, there are no occlusions
in 2D images. The entire image can always be seen from a single
viewpoint. Thus, it is simple for a user to trace the contour of the
feature they would like to extract. In three dimensions, the entire
mesh cannot usually be seen from a single viewpoint, making it
difﬁcult and, for the most part, impossible to draw a complete con-
tour in a single stroke from a single viewpoint. Second, the main
assumption for 2D intelligent scissors, stemming from the lack of
occlusions, is that the user will draw a fully closed contour. Both
the “magnetic lasso” and “extract” option in Adobe Photoshop re-
quire such a contour. Because one of the goals for 3D intelligent
scissors is simplicity, and since drawing a closed contour on a mesh
in a single stroke is usually impossible, this assumption will not be
made. In the end, our system will have to connect the various user
strokes into a single closed contour as well as determine the best
cut within the speciﬁed strokes.
Screen Space Algorithms: Almost every existing modeling sys-
tem today (e.g. [Foundation 2004], [Wavefront 2004]) contains
some variation on a simple screen space algorithm for segmenting
parts of a mesh. Themost common tool isa “select box,” analogous
to 2D image select boxes, where the user clicks and drags a point on
the screen to deﬁne a rectangular region on the screen. All vertices
and faces that project onto the screen within this region are then se-
lected and segmented. This type of algorithm constrains the desired
cut contour to align exactly with the view direction. As seen in Fig-
ure 2, poor results are obtained when this constraint is not met. In
fact, it is often impossible to align the the best cut for a given mesh
feature with the viewpoint direction. Also, surfaces in the mesh
are cut even if they are not visible, so other parts of the model that
are occluded by the selected region will also be segmented. In all
instances, signiﬁcant clean up by the user is required to create the
desired segmentation. The time spent cleaning up (i.e. selecting
individual faces for addition or removal from the segmented part) is
proportional to the number of faces in the mesh, thus making ﬁnely
sampled meshes labor intensive. Many modeling systems have ex-
tended the select box to a screen space “lasso.” However, this lasso
suffers from the same problems as mentioned above and addition-
ally requires the user to draw a very precise contour on the screen.
Geometric Snakes: Geometric Snakes, introduced by [Lee and
Lee 2002], is an energy minimization method for feature extraction
on meshes. This method is effective in ﬁnding both protrusions and
depressions in a mesh, and avoids the difﬁcult clean up problems
of screen space algorithms. However, in order to specify the region
of the desired segmentation, individual vertices must be selected by
the user. This forces the user, after specifying some vertices on one
side of the mesh, to rotate the mesh and specify at least one vertex
on the other side if a full encircling contour is desired. On large
ﬁnely sampled meshes, it can be tedious to specify speciﬁc vertices
and difﬁcult to determine the optimal vertices to choose. Intelligent
scissors aims to give the task of picking vertices to the system and
allow the user to simply specify general areas of desired segmenta-
tion without necessarily changing the view direction.
Shortest Path Algorithms: In addition to geometric snakes, there
are systems that ﬁnd the shortest path between user speciﬁed ver-
tices ([Gregory et al. 1999; Wong et al. 1998; Zöckler et al. 2000]).
These systems fall subject to the same difﬁculties mentioned above
and require the user to specify the vertices in consecutive order. In-
telligent scissors builds off of this approach yet alleviates the user
from the responsibility of specifying vertices and allows for the
painting of strokes in arbitrary order and direction.
Min Cut Algorithms: As an extension to shortest path algorithms,
a prototype intelligent scissoring system found the local graph
around the shortest path using a breadth ﬁrst search. Faces along
the opposite edges of the connected graph were marked as sources
and sinks, and a minimum cut algorithm was applied to ﬁnd the
optimal cut contour along the initial shortest path stroke contour.
This method worked well for low resolution meshes. Yet since the
running time to ﬁnd a minimum cut is O(n2) where n is the num-
ber of vertices, this method was too slow to be interactive for large
meshes. Additionally, itisdifﬁculttoformaminimumcut graph for
an arbitrary number of user strokes in arbitrary locations, so more
restrictions have to be placed upon the user. Local optimizations
are also difﬁcult since every reﬁning stroke requires global mini-
mum cut computation. This can cause the cut contour to change
upon reﬁnement in areas that were not local to the reﬁning stroke.
Automatic Segmentation: Automatic segmentation methods
([Katz and Tal 2003]) produce desirable results for many meshes.
There are obvious advantages to these automatic methods, yet of-
tentimes a user can immediately visualize a desired segmentation
that could be difﬁcult for automatic methods to determine. Also, in
the context of an interactive modeling tool, the user would want to
specify exactly which part should be segmented rather than auto-
matically segment the mesh into many parts.
CAD Systems: CAD systems ([PTC 2004]) are not much differ-
ent than the other commercial modeling systems mentioned above.
The main difference lies in the type of meshes created, rather than
in the system’s tools. The meshes created in CAD systems tend
to have strongly deﬁned features with many sharp angles and ﬂat
planes. These situations are ideal for intelligent scissors because
almost any sharp feature could be segmented by a single stroke.
Thus, intelligent scissors could become an important tool in these
systems.
Cut and Paste Methods: Cut and paste based modeling systems
like [Biermann et al. 2002] allow for feature extraction from a
source mesh before transferring that feature to some destination
mesh. These systems focus mostly on the warping of the given
feature to the destination mesh rather than the feature extraction it-
self. Typically, a general region around the desired feature must be
speciﬁed by the user viaa spline or set of faces. Yet this region need
not be exact because the system will eventually blend the mesh fea-
ture with the destination mesh. Thus, the feature extraction tools
of these systems are not exact enough for pure mesh segmentation
and require the user to specify a full contour. Their user speciﬁed
contour is generally not optimized by the system given that their
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Figure 3: Left: The basic ﬂow of a user session. Right: An expanded
view of a user session. Blue rectangles represent user controlled actions
while green rectangles represent automated work on the part of the system
(Creating new swaths can be done automatically by the system or by the
user).
algorithm blends the feature in the end.
This paper is an expansion of the intelligent scissoring described
in [Funkhouser et al. 2004]. Certain ﬁgures and portions of text
from this earlier work have been incorporated into this paper.
3 Overview
As seen in related work, current methods for interactive segmenta-
tion can be labor intensive and tedious. Many of the methods be-
come more difﬁcult as the resolution of the mesh increases. Thus,
intelligent scissors aims to ﬁll a current gap in interactive model-
ing tools and presents a simple and intuitive method to segment
meshes into parts, regardless of the resolution of the initial mesh.
Speciﬁcally, intelligent scissors frees the user from specifying spe-
ciﬁc vertices, allows the user to produce cuts that encircle the mesh
from a single viewpoint, and gives the user the freedom to specify
portions of the cut contour in any arbitrary order while the system
gives progressive feedback.
The left image in Figure 3 shows the most basic ﬂow of the in-
telligent scissors system. The user simply paints a stroke on the
surface of the mesh indicating the desired area of segmentation.
The system then ﬁnds the optimal closed cut contour deﬁned by
that region. Finally, the mesh is segmented along the cut contour.
To allow for greater ﬂexibility, the system can show the proposed
cut contour to the user before segmentation and the user can paint
more strokes to achieve further reﬁnement.
The right image in Figure 3 shows a more detailed view of
what actually happens in the intelligent scissors system. There
are three main extensions to the basic system that the user may
or may not use. (1) When the user ﬁnishes a stroke, the painted
region of the mesh can optionally be resampled according to a de-
sired edge length (section 6). This allows for better cut contours
in coarse regions of the mesh where there are few initial edges and
large triangles. (2) The system can optionally build a partial mesh,
explained in section 5, which ensures optimization along the full
length of self-intersecting user strokes. (3) In order to cut meshes
with a genus other than zero, multiple cut contours may be needed.
Swaths, explained in detail in section 4.4, are collections of user
strokes that maintain separate cut contours. The system allows for
creation of multiple swaths to handle high genus meshes.
These extensions do not complicate the basic ﬂow of the intel-
ligent scissors system. Instead, they extend the ﬂexibility of the
system as a whole while maintaining a basic interface. Mesh re-
sampling and partial mesh creation are both handled automatically
by the system. The creation of new swaths can also be handled au-
tomaticallyby thesystem, but may alsobe controlled by theuser. In
the common segmentation case, the user will simply draw a stroke
and the mesh will be segmented immediately. Further reﬁnement
can be achieved through additional paint strokes on any of the ex-
isting swaths.
4 Intelligent Scissoring
Intelligent scissoring expands upon previous methods in four im-
portant ways. These are described in detail in the following four
subsections.
4.1 Stroke Speciﬁcation
Using a brush metaphor, the user paints “strokes" on the mesh sur-
face to specify where cuts should be made (Figure 4a). Each stroke
has a user-speciﬁed width, r, representing a region of uncertainty
within which the computer should construct the cut to follow the
natural seams of the mesh. From the user’s perspective, the mean-
ing of each paint stroke is “I want to cut the surface along the best
seam within here.” From the system’s perspective, it speciﬁes a
constraint that the cut contour must pass within r pixels of every
point on the stroke, and it provides parameters for computing the
cost of cutting along every edge, e, in the mesh:
cost(e) =
clen(e)a ×cang(e)b ×cdist(e)d ×cvis(e)g ×cdot(e)l ×ccurv(e)h
Edge costs are used to determine the optimal path along the mesh.
Each edge cost parameter is described in depth below. The default
values for the parameter weighting terms, a, b, d, g, l and h are
all one, but may be tweaked by the user for various cut behaviors.
Edge Length: clen(e) is simply the length of e, and ensures that
short cut contours have low cost.
Dihedral Angle: cang(e) = qe/2p where qe is the angle between
the two adjacent faces of e, giving cuts along concave edges less
cost. This parameter dominates cut contour decisions on coarse
meshes where single edges typically deﬁne important topologi-
cal features such as creases. However, in ﬁnely sampled meshes,
ccurv(e) provides better optimization in troughs and valleys where
the dihedral angle does not provide enough local information.
Visibility: cvis(e) gives less cost to edges that are not visible. This
parameter is motivated by the observation that the user would have
painted on a visible edge if a cut were desired there. In other words,
not painting visibleedges signiﬁesthat theuser does not desire acut
in that region. Combined with cdot(e), cvis(e) encourages the least
cost cut contour to traverse the “back-side” of the mesh. Without
these terms, the least cost path would most likely traverse through
the user stroke and then back upon itself. In general, when the user
stroke is more than half of the width of the object being cut, the
least cost path will traverse the “back-side” of the mesh
Normal Orientation: cdot(e) as mentioned above encourages the
least cost cut contour totraversetheback side of themesh. Whereas
cvis(e) gives all non-visible edges less cost, cdot(e) gives edges
whose adjacent face normals are aligned with the viewing direction
less cost. Without this parameter, the least cost cut contour would
have the tendency to follow the non-visible edges along the silhou-
ette boundary back to the beginning of the stroke. Thus, cdot(e)
allows the least cost contour to traverse the actual “back-side” of
the mesh, rather than traverse the edges just beyond the silhouette
boundary.
Stroke Distance: cdist(e) = r−d
r where d is the maximum distance
from the centerline of the stroke to the screen space projection of
3the edge. This parameter reﬂects the desire of the user to cut edges
that lie close to the center of the stroke.
Curvature: Considering curvature when calculating the edge cost
allows for better cut decisions inﬁnely sampled troughs and creases
of a mesh where the dihedral angle does not provide enough infor-
mationabout local topology. ccurv(e)represents thecurvature of the
mesh perpendicular to the edge direction. When a mesh is loaded,
curvatures and principal direction vectors are computed for every
vertex according to [Rusinkiewicz 2004]. These values are inter-
polated to compute curvatures for every edge. Depending on the
mesh topology, these edge curvatures can vary greatly over a wide
range of real numbers. Inorder tomap thisvariance toameaningful
range of [0, 1], statistical techniques are applied. Speciﬁcally, af-
ter the initial mean and standard deviation are calculated, curvature
values that lie more than three standard deviations above or below
themean aretemporarily ignored whileasecond meanand standard
deviation are calculated. This second mean and the standard devi-
ation deﬁne the ﬂoor and ceiling that map curvature values to the
range [0, 1]. The default range, which can be adjusted by the user,
clamps curvature values to within three standard deviations above
and below the second calculated mean.
The cang(e) and ccurv(e) parameters are by default set up to en-
courage cuts along edges with negative perpendicular curvatures
(protrusions and creases in the mesh). However, by inverting these
terms it is possible to segment along very convex portions of the
mesh (depressions and rounded corners).
4.2 Finding the Cut Contour
Figure 4: Cutting the bunny with intelligent scissoring: (a) the user draws
a wide paint stroke; (b) the system identiﬁes all vertices in the caps of the
stroke, C1 and C2; (c) it then ﬁnds the least cost paths from every vertex
in C1 to every vertex in C2 twice, once constrained to lie within the stroke
(yellow dotted lines) and once without any constraints (red dotted lines),
and forms the proposed cut out of the the pair of paths with the least total
cost. (d-f) Since the edges traversed by the algorithm (wireframe gray) have
less cost (lighter gray values) in concave seams and on the back-side of the
mesh, (g-f) the least cost cut partitions the mesh along a natural seam of the
mesh.
Figure 5: Cutting the face of Athena with intelligent scissoring: (a) the user
draws an imprecise ﬁrst stroke (gray); (b) the system proposes a cut (yellow
curve); (c) an overdraw stroke (gray) is drawn to reﬁne the cut; (d) the
system splices in the least cost path traveling from V1 ﬁrst to C1 (red), then
toC2 within the stroke (blue), and ﬁnally to V2 (green); (e) the proposed cut
contour is updated; (f) the ﬁnal result is a segmentation of the mesh into two
parts (green and red) separated by natural seams of the mesh.
As mentioned in the previous section, the challenge is to ﬁnd the
least cost closed sequence of edges that passes within r pixels of
every point on the user’s stroke in sequence. Because the user can
draw an open contour, two distinct least cost sub-problems must be
solved: the optimal path within the stroke and the optimal path con-
necting the end points of the stroke back together. These two paths
together create a closed cut contour. The key to solving these two
sub-problems efﬁciently is observing that the cut must pass through
at least one vertex in the “cap” at each end of the stroke. The caps
of the stroke, C1 and C2 (Figure 4b), are deﬁned as the sets of ver-
tices within screen space radius r of the ﬁrst and last points on the
stroke drawn over the model itself. Using Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm ([Dijkstra 1959]), modiﬁed with our edge cost function
described above, the system solves the two sub-problems: (1) ﬁnd
the least cost path constrained within the boundaries of the user’s
stroke between all vertices in C1 and all vertices in C2, and (2) ﬁnd
the least cost path, unconstrained by the stroke boundaries, between
all vertices in C1 and all vertices in C2 (Figure 4c). The optimal cut
contour is the pair of paths, one from each sub-problem, that forms
a closed contour with least total cost.
The computational complexity of the intelligent scissoring algo-
rithm for a single stroke is O(k nlogn), where n is the number of
edges in the mesh, and k is the number of vertices in min{C1,C2}.
k is typically small and the constrained least cost path problem only
considers a small subset of the mesh. Therefore, the upper bound
on computation time is determined by the unconstrained least cost
path search. In general, these least cost path searches only cover
some subset of the mesh, allowing running times to be interactive
in practice.
4.3 Reﬁning the Cut Contour
By default, the system will partition the mesh immediately after
the ﬁrst stroke, according to the computed optimal cut. However,
the user is provided the option of reﬁning the cut interactively with
“over-draw” strokes. In this case, the system displays a “proposed
cut” for user veriﬁcation. If unsatisﬁed, the user can draw new
strokes that reﬁne the cut incrementally. This feature encourages
the user to draw broad strokes quickly, in any order, and then itera-
tively reﬁne the details only where necessary.
4For each over-draw stroke, S, the system automatically deter-
mines the portion of the proposed cut that should be replaced by the
over-draw stroke and splices in a new, locally optimal path through
the new stroke. The system starts by ﬁnding the points, V1 and
V2, on the proposed contour closest to the stroke’s endpoints on the
mesh (Figure 5c). If they lie within a previously painted region,
the system simply removes the shorter of the two cut contours be-
tween them. Otherwise,V1 andV2 are moved away from each other
along the proposed cut until they both reside in previously painted
regions.
To compute the new path from V1 to V2, a divide and conquer
approach is used again. We ﬁrst compute the least cost paths from
V1 and V2 to all vertices in their corresponding stroke caps, C1 and
C2. Then, we compute the least cost paths within the stroke from
all vertices in C1 to all vertices C2 as before (Figure 5d). Finally,
we ﬁnd the triplet with least total cost forming a connecting path
fromV1 toV2 throughC1 andC2 and splice it into the proposed cut.
This algorithm also runs in O(k nlogn).
This incremental reﬁnement approach has several desirable
properties. First, it provides local control, guaranteeing that pre-
viously drawn strokes will not be overridden by new strokes unless
they are in close proximity. Second, it is fast to compute, since all
but two of the least cost path searches are constrained to lie within
the stroke. Finally, this method allows the user to specify precisely
where the splice should be made by simply starting and stopping
the over-draw stroke with the cursor near the proposed contour.
4.4 Handling High Genus
Meshes with a genus above zero cannot necessarily be segmented
into parts using a single closed cut contour. To handle these cases,
wedeﬁneanew term, aswath, torefertoacollectionof one or more
user strokes that together create a single closed cut contour. Each
swath on the mesh can be reﬁned independently of the others. The
mesh always has one active swath, which is the target of any new
user reﬁnement, and zero or more inactive swaths. At any point,
the user can create a new swath or switch which swath is currently
active.
Figure 6: Left: A single user stroke that crosses two sections of the torus,
causing the system to automatically generate two separate swaths. Right:
Resulting segmentation.
Additionally, new swaths are automatically created when the
user stroke crosses multiple portions of the mesh on a single stroke,
i.e. crosses a silhouette boundary onto the background and then
crosses a silhouette boundary back onto the mesh (Figure 6, left).
Without this feature, the user would be required to draw one stroke,
create a new swath, draw the second stroke and ﬁnally segment.
Automatic swath generation allows the user to simplify this proce-
dure into a single stroke.
5 Partial Mesh Creation
The following subsections provide the motivation, deﬁnition, and
implementation of the partial mesh extension to the intelligent scis-
soring system.
5.1 Motivation and Deﬁnition
Giventhealgorithmdescribed insection4, theleastcost cut contour
is still not guaranteed to satisfy the original problem description in
certain cases. Speciﬁcally, when the user stroke is self-intersecting,
the least cost cut contour will not necessarily pass within r pixels of
every point on the user stroke. Because there are no negative edge
weights, the least cost cut contour will always bypass any cycles
within the user stroke, thereby neglecting to pass within r pixels of
all points on that cycle.
An initial solution might be to restrict users from drawing cycles
within their strokes. This might be feasible when dealing with ex-
traneous cycles that do not make intuitive sense when segmenting
meshes. However, one common case is for the user to slightly over-
lap the start and end of the stroke (Figure7, left), in essence making
the whole stroke path a cycle. In these cases the system would pro-
pose the cut in the middle image of Figure 7, whereas the correct
least cost contour would look like the right image of Figure 7.
Figure 7: Left: The user stroke, black, shown around the eye of Athena.
Notice that the start and end of the stroke overlap each other. Center: The
proposed contour without the use of a partial mesh. The least cost contour
between cap vertices is a single edge. Right: The proposed cut contour
using partial mesh construction. The least cost path satisﬁes the require-
ment that it passes within r pixels of every point on the original user stroke.
Proposed contours in this ﬁgure are shown thicker for clarity.
In order to overcome this case of self-intersecting user strokes
we deﬁne a partial mesh. A partial mesh is an exact copy of the
original mesh under the user stroke with the added property that
it does not self-intersect (Figure 8). The least cost paths between
cap vertices constrained within the stroke are then calculated on
the partial mesh, while the unconstrained least cost paths are still
computed on the original mesh. Optimizing thecut contour over the
partial mesh ensures that the least cost cut contour will traverse any
cycleswithinthe user stroke, thusavoiding thesituation inFigure7,
middle.
The creation of partial meshes is presented as an option to the
user and may be turned off. Although the creation of partial meshes
doesnot add signiﬁcantlytotherunning time(itrunsinO(m)where
m is the number of vertices within the stroke), turning it off saves
computation in cases where the user does not plan to draw self-
intersecting strokes.
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Figure 8: Visualization of a partial mesh. Notice that the partial mesh is a
duplicate of the original mesh except that it does not intersect itself.
55.2 Implementation
The implementation of partial meshes is straightforward. After the
user stroke is drawn, a non-optimized open contour is found along
the center of the stroke. Every edge along this contour is created
within the initially empty partial mesh. Doing so “unfolds” the
stroke: intersecting edges along the stroke are no longer adjacent
on the partial mesh. New edges, faces, and vertices are added via a
breadth ﬁrst search whose terminating case is a vertex that lies out-
side the stroke radius r. Each edge, face, and vertex on the partial
mesh stores a reference to the original mesh, allowing easy transla-
tion back to the original mesh after the least cost path is found.
6 Mesh Resampling
The following subsections describe the motivation and implemen-
tation of mesh resampling with respect to intelligent scissors.
6.1 Motivation
Cut contours described in the previous sections were all limited to
preexisting vertices and edges. This limitation of cut contours, al-
though satisfactory in many cases, cannot handle many possible
segmentations. Planar regions of a coarsely or ﬁnely sampled mesh
may only contain a small number of triangles whose edges allow
for few segmentation options. For example, if a user wished to cut
a tabletop comprised of two large triangles, the only possible cut
would be the single edge across the diagonal. With mesh resam-
pling, the tabletop could be cut into any arbitrary shape (Figure 10).
Segmenting through planar regions with low tessellation is one
practical motivation for mesh resampling withinthe intelligent scis-
soring system. However, many other scenarios can be ameliorated
with this extension: a user may have speciﬁc and ﬁne segmentation
requirements, theinitial mesh could be poorly tessellated(i.e. many
long thin triangles), or the segmented region may need to be edited
after the segmentation in a way that requires additional samples.
Mainly, mesh resampling allows for more segmentation ﬂexibility
regardless of the initial mesh.
6.2 Implementation
Mesh resampling is achieved through the iteration of three basic
edge operations as in [Hoppe et al. 1993]. These three edge oper-
ations collapse, split, or swap a single edge as seen in the diagram
in Figure 9. To determine which edges need to be collapsed, split,
and swapped, we use a method similar to that of [Markosian et al.
1999] and [Lawrenceand Funkhouser 2003] whereeach edge keeps
track of its “desired length” as well as its actual length. After the
user paints a stroke, the “desired length” of every visible edge un-
derneath the stroke is updated to the length speciﬁed by the user
before the stroke. The ratio of desired length to actual length for
each edge determines which operations, if any, are to be performed
for the edge.
edge collapse edge split edge swap
Figure 9: The three basic edge operations used during mesh resampling.
Figure 10: An overhead view of a table top that has been resampled incre-
mentally using the indicated values as desired edge lengths. The zoomed
image on the right shows a user stroke along with the proposed cut contour.
This arbitrary cut was impossible on the original tabletop, shown top left,
that only consisted of two triangles.
Speciﬁcally, three heaps maintain each of three values for every
edge: the minimum dot product of all angles on the adjacent faces
for edge swaps, the ratio of desired length to actual length for edge
splits, and the ratio of desired length to actual length for edge col-
lapses. Although both are sorted using the same value, the edge
collapse heap is distinct from the edge split heap because they are
sorted in opposite orders. The system iterates through each heap
in order (split, swap, collapse), performing that heap’s respective
edge operation on the minimum value edge until no more legal op-
erations can be performed in that heap. Legal edge operations are
deﬁned as follows:
Edge Split: Edge splits are legal when the ratio of desired length to
current length falls below a given threshold. The default threshold
for the system is 0.5. Thus, when the desired length of an edge
is half the current length of the edge, that edge is split, and the
two resulting edges will better approximate the desired length of
an edge. Because splitting an edge does not introduce any error
into the mesh topology, there are no additional restrictions on edge
splits.
Edge Swap: Edge swaps are legal if two conditions are met: (1)
the current minimum dot product of all the angles of the edge’s ad-
jacent faces falls below a threshold and (2) if the swap will increase
the minimum dot product of all the angles of the resulting adjacent
faces. Condition one ensures that only adjacent triangles with one
large angle are considered, and condition two ensures that the swap
will be productive. Large angles are characteristic in long thin tri-
angles and thus, attempting swap edges in these situations promotes
the creation of roughly uniform equilateral triangles.
Edge Collapse: Edge collapses are legal when the ratio of desired
length to current length is larger than a given threshold. The default
for the system is 1.5. Using logic similar to that of legal edge splits,
edges are collapsed when the current length is less then half of the
desired length. Collapsing these short edges aids in the removal
of skinny triangles. Edge collapses have the ability to introduce
resampling error because they can signiﬁcantly change local topol-
ogy. Currently, the system does not impose any additional restrains
6on the legality of edge collapses because most of the edges that
fall above the threshold are small enough that the error produced
is not signiﬁcant. However, more sophisticated methods such as er-
ror quadrics ([Garland and Heckbert 1997]) or energy minimization
([Hoppe et al. 1993]) could be applied to diminish the introduction
of error.
One proposed method for mesh resampling involves creating
vertices along the center of the user stroke, and then triangulating
the surrounding area appropriately. However, this method suffers
from the major setback that it does not sample uniformly. Irregu-
larlyshaped triangles, especiallylongthinones, havetheseveredis-
advantage that any future segmentation in the area produces jagged,
irregular cuts. Additionally, within the context of interactive mod-
eling, uniform sampling improves results for many other mesh op-
erations ([Hoppe et al. 1993]). Therefore, the implemented method
of mesh resampling described above is used primarily because it
ensures that affected triangles are roughly equilateral and that ver-
tices are evenly sampled. A uniform resampling of the mesh allows
greater ﬂexibility for future segmentation and other modeling op-
erations. Furthermore, laying down vertices along the user stroke
tends to lock the cut contour into the exact path of the user. Rather
than create a path of edges along the user stroke and adjust the
surrounding topology, intelligent scissors adopts the opposite view:
resample the local topology and then optimize under the stroke ac-
cordingly.
7 Results
The following subsections present results obtained from the intelli-
gent scissors system described above. All tests were performed on
a 2.8 GHz Pentium IV processor running Windows XP with 1 GB
of memory and a GeForce4 graphics card.
7.1 Scissoring
Figure 11 compares our intelligent scissoring results for a cheetah
and a hand with results reported by [Katz and Tal 2003]. While this
comparison is not altogether fair, since our algorithm is interactive
and theirs is automatic, it highlights the main disadvantage of auto-
matic approaches: they do not understand semantics. For instance,
the cheetah segmentation produced by [Katz and Tal 2003] includes
portions of the animal’s back with the tail and neck and contains
an unnatural boundary between the right-hind leg and body (Fig-
ure 11, top left). As a result, the parts cannot be simply pasted into
another model without re-cutting them. Similarly, their hand seg-
mentation does not separate all the bones. Our segmentation of the
hand (Figure11, bottom right) took 13minutes (of user time), while
the automatic segmentation (Figure 11, bottom left) took 28 min-
utes (of computer time) for the same model [Katz and Tal 2003].
Our segmentation of the cheetah took under thirty seconds.
Figure 1 and Figure 17 show two example user sessions where a
complicated model can be segmented into many parts from a single
viewpoint using single stokes. Both sessions took under a minute of
user time and highlight the simplicity of intelligent scissoring. Fig-
ure 16 shows an additional session more typical of a CAD system.
This series shows that on a mesh with sharp features, intelligent
scissoring can provide a quick accurate segmentation with a single
stroke.
Figure 15, on the other hand, shows a more involved user session
on a mesh where the object being segmented could not be cut with
a single stroke. Instead, the user draws three separate strokes (Fig-
ure 15b, d, f) toachieve the desired segmentation of the dragon limb
(Figure 15h), using the proposed cut contours (Figure 15c, e, g) as
iterative feedback. This series, completed in under three minutes,
demonstrates the advantage of reﬁnement strokes on a complicated
mesh.
[Katz and Tal 2003] Intelligent scissors
Figure 11: Comparison of segmentations produced by the automatic al-
gorithm of [Katz et al, 2003] (left) and the interactive intelligent scissors
algorithm described in this paper (right) for a model of a cheetah and a
hand (654,666 polygons). Note that the cuts are better aligned with the
semantic seams of the object with intelligent scissors.
Figure 12: Left: The top image shows a user stroke over the bunny. The
portion of the mesh indicated is shown in detail below. Right: The proposed
cut contour after resampling. Again, the indicated region of the mesh is
shown in detail below. Notice the even resampling of the area under the
stroke.
Mesh resampling (Figure 12) successfully resamples the mesh
with even triangulation under the stroke. Although in this example
the resampling does not provide a path of less cost, it does allow
for more detailed editing of the segment. Because only areas under
the stroke are reampled, there isa tendency for uneven triangulation
along the border of the resampled area and the rest of the original
mesh. Other limitations to mesh resampling are discussed in the
section 7.2.
7.2 Limitations
The intelligent scissoring algorithm cannot perform all types of
splits (e.g. Figure 14). For instance, if a surface is occluded from
all viewpoints, the user cannot paint on it. Other user interface
metaphors, such as a “laser” mode in which all surfaces under the
mouse get cut, would be better for such a situation (e.g., [Owada
etal. 2003]). Similarly, thepainting interfacemetaphor canproduce
7unexpected results when the user paints over a silhouette boundary.
The problem is that the system makes sure to cut through every part
of the user’s stroke, which may connect points adjacent in screen
space but distant on the surface (Figure 13).
(a) User Stroke (b) Proposed Cut
Figure 13: The intelligent scissors algoritm ensures that the cut contour
(blue and yellow line on right) visits all regions painted by the user (left),
which may be problematic when the stroke crosses an interior silhouette
boundary. Yellow portions of the cut are painted, and blue ones are not.
If the user brush width, r, is large enough, desired cuts across
thin parts of the mesh don’t necessarily traverse the backside of the
mesh. Sincer islarge, the least cost path will, inthese situations, be
the folded contour between the two closest cap vertices within the
stroke. Take, for instance, thecasewherer isgreater thanhalf of the
width of the object being segmented. The C1 and C2 vertices will
overlap and the resulting contour will be a single vertex or single
edge. To combat this situation, a heuristic was used to limit the
actual set of cap vertices within each cap to those whose projection
onto the estimated stroke vector fell below a certain threshold. This
heuristic effectively removed cap vertices that were located close to
the center of the stroke and close to the other end cap. While this
solved the problem and forced cuts with large caps to traverse the
backside of the mesh, it sometimes eliminated the vertex that would
have produced the least cost path. Further work could be done to
investigate the minimum set of cap vertices to use that would still
produce the optimal least cost cut contour and avoid the above large
r situation.
The mesh resampling algorithm presented in section 6 is a pro-
totype and is limited in two ways: (1) the algorithm does not at-
tempt to minimize error and (2) the algorithm only resamples the
mesh under the user stroke and not along the rest of the cut contour.
Fortunately, as mentioned previously, the ﬁrst limitation is minimal
because the mesh resampling algorithm used does not produce sig-
niﬁcant error most of the time. Only occasionally does the local
topology change noticeably. Yet resampling itself was not the fo-
cus of this paper and other more sophisticated resampling methods
could easily substitute for the current method.
The second limitation, on the other hand, is somewhat signiﬁ-
cant. While resampling under the user stroke is effective and pro-
duces the desired results (Figure 14c), the areas of the mesh be-
tween strokes are not resampled (Figure 14d). Thus, if the user at-
tempts to segment a fairly simple object that consists of a few large
triangles, new resampled edges are created along the user stroke on
the front side but edges on the backside of the mesh remain coarse.
Thus, the proposed cut contour will be desirable on the front yet
jagged on the back side where the number of edges is low. Fig-
ure 14 demonstrates this situation. Further work must be done to
determine where else the mesh should be resampled after such a
user stroke. A screen space solution to this question fails in many
of the same cases that a screen space segmentation algorithm fails
and resampling the entire mesh is unnecessary and computationally
expensive for most situations. Another possible solution would be
to ﬁnd the initial jagged contour, resample around it, and then ﬁnd
Figure 14: A user stroke with mesh resampling turned on. The initial mesh
(a) has no horizontal edges along the surface of the tube. The user stroke
(b) results in the creation of new edges in the desired area and what looks
like a desirable cut (c). However, the backside of the model has not been re-
sampled and the cut contour is forced to go along the bottom of the tube (d).
Resampling the entire mesh for this situation would be a probable solution,
yet would be inefﬁcient for many other situations. Interestingly, this mesh
also demonstrates a limiting case because the only possible segmentation
requires painting on the inside of the tube.
a new least cost cut contour. Nevertheless, the resampling of the
mesh brings to light this new limitation and spawns a new area of
research.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposes an intuitive and easy-to-use tool for interac-
tive segmentation of 3D meshes. This intelligent scissoring sys-
tem is accurate and maintains its simplicity despite the resolution
of the target mesh. Although this segmentation system can be
adopted into a variety of disciplines, it is aimed primarily for in-
corporation within interactive modeling tools. An earlier version
of 3D intelligent scissors was implemented for Modeling by Exam-
ple ([Funkhouser et al. 2004]), a system designed to create models
from parts of existing models within a database.
In addition to the future work discussed in section 7.2, there are
various avenues of future research for intelligent scissors. Since in-
telligent scissors combines both a user interface and an algorithm
in a modular way, various other algorithms can be incorporated un-
derneath the interface. For instance, Geometric Snakes ([Lee and
Lee 2002]) could be applied to the proposed cut contour for further
reﬁnement. Work could also be conducted to develop variations to
the stroke based interface that would allow different stroke speciﬁ-
cations for different situations.
Overall, this paper presents a new tool in an unexplored area
of interactive modeling, focusing on achieving the simplicity of
two dimensional image segmentation within the three dimensional
world. As a new tool in an array of existing modeling operations,
intelligent scissors will hopefully open the door to new easy-to-use
modeling tools that will help make 3D meshes as common and ac-
cessible as 2D clip art is today.
8Figure 15: Example session in which the user segments the front right limb of a dragon mesh (a) consisting of 1,132,830 faces. This session demonstrates
intelligent scissors for a segmentation that requires more than one stroke. The user draws an initial stroke (b) on the underside of the mesh. The system
proposes a cut (c), however the user rotates the model and sees that the rest of the contour is not desirable. (d). An additional stroke is drawn (d) and the
system reﬁnes the contour (e). The ﬁgure is rotated again, and the user draws a third reﬁning stroke (f). The proposed contour (g) is what the user wants, and
the mesh is segmented. The resulting segmentation is shown in green (h).
Figure 16: A user stroke and resulting segmentation of the fandisk model (12,946 faces). Segmentation is shown from various viewpoints.
Figure 17: A sequence of user strokes on the armadillo model (345,944 faces). From left to right, the user drawn series of approximate strokes with the
resulting segmentation.
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